
Mailing List Website has prepared a broad
spectrum mailing list of synthetic meat
supporters throughout the US & Canada

Synthetic Meat Brings All Types Of New marketing

Opportunities

Reach These Active Buyers Today

Because of both its flavor possibilities

and high density of protein, meat has

been a staple of the human diet from the

very beginning.

LAS VEGAS, NV, UNITED STATES, April

13, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sprint

Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing is

ready to help companies increase

revenues by making it easier to find the

customers or clients they need.

Companies that service other

businesses in different sectors will

want access to the many business

postal mailing lists available. These

contact details are always up to date,

with relevant names and job titles for

the decision-makers that can facilitate

these high-volume transactions.

For businesses with products or

services geared toward the general

public, consumer postal mailing lists

are more appropriate. These databases

can be provided based on

demographic/geographic marketing

requirements. Whether it’s a B2B

business or aimed at general

consumers, the right databases are

available to serve business needs.

The Start Of Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide
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Top Prospects For Cultured Foods

Fresh Buyers For All Synthetic Food Products

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing was the brainchild of a

disabled veteran. Once the obligations

of military service had been completed,

it was decided to shift from focusing on

defense to growth, specifically the

economy. This would be done by

helping businesses to help themselves

in finding clients and customers

essential to development. That concept

went into action with a small start-up,

and today that start-up has grown into

a business with a staff that has a

combined total of over fifty years of

industry experience in marketing.

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing entered the marketing

industry just before a period of

paradigm shift. Traditional marketing

techniques like radio commercials did

the heavy lifting, but the up-and-

comer, digital marketing, was already

blazing trails that were getting

attention. The company focused on

direct mail, a decision that yielded

major dividends by imparting crucial skills in management, analytics, data acquisition.

When digital marketing proved its worth as a new platform, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing was already positioned to integrate it into its services. The early mover advantage this

provided brought significant gains for both the company and the clients it served.

Today, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has greatly expanded its range far beyond its

initial service area of just the hometown of Las Vegas, Nevada. The entire United States is served,

including Alaska and Hawaii. Businesses ready to cross borders can access all of North America,

with databases for the markets in Canada and Mexico. For companies ready to go international,

it’s possible to cross the Atlantic and use databases for European markets.

Meat Substitutes Are Evolving

In the past, the adoption of meat substitutes has been slow due to considerable challenges.

Meat substitutes could be more expensive than the real thing, have a different texture, and taste

very different, sometimes unpleasant. Despite the real environmental, health, and even



economic benefits of eating less meat and switching over to meat substitutes, it was challenging

to do so easily.

Today, this is no longer the case. Strides have been made in both plant-based substitutes and

the pioneering techniques in cloning technology to synthesize real meat in a lab setting, rather

than the long time interval and significant expense of raising and feeding livestock for its meat.

New plant-based substitutes are now closer in taste and texture to real meat, with prices coming

down, while lab-created substitutes are currently undergoing trial evaluations in countries like

Singapore, where the willingness to experiment with new culinary creations is more

commonplace before going into widespread sale and distribution.

Because of this and the continuing appreciation for helping combat climate change by

readjusting lifestyles and land use, synthetic meat and its supporters and advocates are gaining

more ground. This has also created a noticeable tangent in hobbies, interests, and purchasing

choices for people interested in supporting and advocating for synthetic meat sale and

consumption. An emerging marketing demographic is forming with common purchasing traits,

and businesses that want to tap into environmentally minded markets now have another

venue.

Reaching Supporters

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has compiled a list of synthetic meat supporters and

advocates. The databases have complete listings for the United States, making it easy to reach

out to advocates nationwide. However, a regional focus such as Southern synthetic meat

supporters, or even just a state, such as Florida synthetic meat supporters, is available.

Geographic requirements can be scoped down even more to individual cities or even

neighborhoods within cities, such as only the Venice Beach area of Los Angeles.

For a higher level of engagement and interest, demographic breakdowns are also available for

targeting specific groups. So if a business is looking to target a particular ethnicity, such as Asian

synthetic meat advocates, those lists can be provided. Faith-based categories are also available,

targeting only synthetic meat supporters of the Hindu faith. Financial metrics are also available

for only approaching advocates of a minimum income. Mailing addresses are standard, but

other details are available, like emails for digital marketing, phone numbers for telemarketing,

and cell phone numbers for SMS/text based marketing.

For those interested in hands-on management of a direct mail campaign but are reluctant due to

a lack of experience, turnkey direct mail solutions are available. This special service is a carefully

guided, step-by-step experience through all the phases of the direct mail process. Everything is

provided, from conception to design to manufacturing and printing and finally distribution using

the most effective databases. Every step is under one roof, eliminating the usual need to source

and vet different vendors for the other services required at each stage.

https://SprintDataSolutions.Com


If you’re interested in reaching synthetic meat supporters around the country, contact Sprint

Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing. When you work with us, you support an American

company that is owned by a disabled veteran.

Annie Gallardo

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

+1 702-472-8668

email us here

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/567779687
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